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Abstract 

Most real-life problems can be represented as some kind of optimization problem. Easy optimization 
problems were solved long time ago so nowadays only hard problems are of research interest. Many 
discrete (combinatorial) as well as some continuous optimization problems are intractable, but of great 
practical interest. The oldest way to deal with such problems is Monte-Carlo method. Nature inspired 
metaheuristics simulate various natural phenomena. We talk about bee colony food finding or ant 
colony path finding but in essence, in all these diverse mimicking, we do two things. We exploit good 
found solutions but also go to unknown places in order to avoid being trapped in local minima. The 
successfulness of any algorithm is determined by proper balance between exploitation and exploration. 
This paper examines ant colony pheromone correction strategies which change exploitation and 
exploration behavior of the original algorithm and applies these strategies to some combinatorial 
problems. 
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